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ABSTRACT 
Background:For splendid sports career, elite level of physical fitness & its maintenance is needed for 

excellence in performance. Perseverance is essential to continue sports career throughout a longer period of 
life.Balancing performance & health is a great challenge for players and the coaches. Researcher has worked 
on exploration of concept of Balopāsanā from Sanskrit literature to the present relevance of sports medicine. 
It involves development holistic fitness modules based on ancient principles of Balopāsanā from Vedas, 
Ayurveda and Yoga shastra. In this article role of yoga in holistic fitness development of sports persons will be 
discussed.  Yoga is described as comprising a rich treasure of physical & mental techniques that can be used 
to create physical & mental well-being. 

Materials and Methods: 60 male professional footballers aged between 15 to 25 years were 
subjected to 12 weeks regular Yoga practices (90min/week in two sessions) Written Feedback was collected 
from players. Coaches and technical experts were interviewed. Observations of coaches & experts were also 
collected and analyzed. 

Results: Positive impact on physical and psychological health of football players is observed. 
Conclusion: Yoga therapy is useful in development of holistic fitness of football players. 
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BACKGROUND 

For splendid sports career, elite level of physical fitness & its maintenance is needed for excellence in 
performance. Perseverance is essential to continue sports career throughout a longer period of life.Athletes 
strive through regular strenuous training sessions to attain it. This causes excessive wear & tear of the body 
which may lead to many ill effects like exercise induced oxidative stress & heart diseases. Hence along with 
performance, it is necessary to maintain health & longevity of vital organs.  This becomes a great challenge 
for athletes & coaches. The researcher, who is an Ayurvedic physician & Yoga therapist working in the 
professional sports field, feels that, these Indian traditional sciences will enable better performance in sports. 
Since, Ayurveda is science of life that provides comprehensive knowledge about all aspects of life. It is 
primarily aimed for health & longevity. Researcher has worked on exploration of concept of Balopāsanā from 
Sanskrit literature to the present relevance of sports medicine. It involves development holisticfitness modules 
based on ancient principles of Balopāsanā from Vedas, Ayurveda and Yoga shastra. In this article role of yoga 
in holistic fitness development of sports persons will be discussed. 

Yoga is described as comprising a rich treasure of physical & 
mental techniques that can be used to create physical & mental well-
being.Mind is believed as connecting link between physical gross body 
and subtle body (Ātmā /intellectual abilities). Mind is the mediator of 
knowledge.  

 
Yk{k.kaeulksKkuL;kHkkoksHkko ,o p A  
      p-‘kk-1 
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It means without presence of mind the process of knowledge is not complete. Mind is subtle and only one.  
Functions of mind are described in Āyurveda as  
 

bfUnz;kfHkxzg% deZeul% LoL; fuxzg% A  
Ågksfopkj’p] rr% cqf/n izorZrs AA  
    p-‘kk-1@21  

 
Mind controls the physical body, sensory motor functions of sensory organs (indriya), controls of self 

and serves to choose between multiple choices where intellect is directed for action. For this faculties of mind 
are thinking, selection of one thought by reasoning, goal setting, desire, planning of actions, commitment etc.  

 
fpUR;afopk;Zeqg~;a p /;s;aladYieso p A  
;fRdfpUeulksKs;arr~ loZO;FkZlaKde~ AA  
      p- ‘kk- 1@20 
 
Mind is the mediator and controller between of thought and actions. Though ātmā decides the actions 

but it is not able to act, in association with mind and intellect ātmā is able to direct actions. In this way mind, 
body, self all are in closest association which is the reason of involvement of mental factor in all bodily 
actions.  

 
fuR;kuqcU/ka eulknsgdekZuqikfruk k  
loZ;ksfuxrafo|knsd;kSukofifLFkre~ k  
      p-‘kk-1@94 
 
Mind plays an important role in disease production. Many of the time wrong actions are leading 

towards diseases which are called prajnāparādha. It is caused due to wrong actions of mental faculties 
leading to excessive or wrong actions by senses and body 

 
 /kh/k̀frLèfrfoHkaz’k% laizkfIr% dkydeZ.kke~ A 
 vlkRE;FkkZxe’psfrKkrO;k nq%[kgsro AA 
       p-‘kk- 1@98 
 /kh/k̀frLèfrfoHkz”V% deZ ;r~dq#rs·’kqHke~ A  
 izKkijk/ka ra fo|krloZnks”kizdksi.ke~ AA  
 mnhj.kaxfrrerkeqnh.kkZuka p fuxzg% A  
 lsoualkglkuka p ukjh.kkapkfrlsoue~ AA  
       p-‘kk- 1@102-103 
 

In case of sports persons proper consumption of exercise rest and lifestyle measures is very 
important in terms of maintaining performance, fitness and longevity. Mental faculties play very important 
role in this discipline, commitment and desire of achievement of goal. Due to mental influence distractions 
happen and which leads to decrements in strength, performance and health management of athletes’ 
lifestyle. Hence for effective planning of YuktikṛtaBala (Balopāsanā) inclusion of mental faculties becomes 
crucially important. For this Āyurveda has suggested Naiṣṭhikīcikitsā for effective management of treatment. 

 
 ;qfDresrkaiqjLdR̀;a f=dkykaosnukafHk”kd~ A  
 gUrhR;qDrafpfdRlkrquSf”Bdh ;k fouksi/kke~ AA 
        p-‘kk- 1@94 
 osnukukef/k”Bkuaeuksnsg’plsfUnz;% AA  
        p-‘kk- 1@136 
 vkResfUnz;euksFkkZukalfUud”kkZrizorZrs A  
 lq[knq%[keukjEHkknkReLFkseuflfLFkjs AA  
 fuorZrsrnqHk;aof’kRoapksitk;rs A 
 l’kjhjL; ;ksxKkLraHkksxe”̀k;ks% fonq% AA  
        p-‘kk- 1@138-139 
 

Mind is the seat of pain. Close association of body, senses, mind and self (Ātmā) is the reason of 
positive (sukha) and negative (dukhah) things. With the help of Yoga mind can be retracted from distractions 
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and the pain can be relieved. It is called bodily Yoga which is able to create specific powers in a person. It 
involves desire to achieve goals.  

 
 ;ksfXkukacyeS’oje~ A  
 ‘kq/nlRolek/kkukRrRloZeqitk;rs kk  
      p-‘kk- 1@140 
 eks{kksjtLreks·HkkokCnyoRdeZla{k;kr~ A  
 

bodily Yoga (Sasharir Yoga) can be achieved with the help of reduction of mental doṣa Raja and 
Tama and improvement of Satva guņa. Review of literature of Yoga reveals the role of physical strength in 
spiritual journey of liberation (mokṣa).Role of mind in bodily actions and process of knowledge, disease 
prevention, disease creation, and holistic treatment of diseases is explained.With the help of these principles, 
we establish the holistic concept of Balopasa inclusive of Āyurveda and Yoga principles.  

Now we will explain the practical implications of Yoga principles in Balopāsanā of sports persons. 
Yoga principles include Eight steps.  

 
1) Yama   5)  Pratyāhāra 
2)  Niyama   6) Dhāraṇā 
3)  Āsana    7) Dhyāna 
4) Prāṇāyāma  8) Samādhī 
 
 Out of these eight steps first five steps from Yama to Pratyāhāra is called Bahiraṃga yoga which 
deals with physical stability, Dhāraṇa, Dhyāna, Samadhi is called Aṃtaraṃga yoga which helps mind for 
achieving intellectual stability for liberation. Now we will explain the practical implications eight limbs of yoga 
for sports persons.  
 
1) Yama-  Universal moral commandments 
 Yama includes (ethical disciplines) the great commandments transcending creed, country, age and 
time. They are ahiṃsā (no violence) satya (truth), asteya (non-stealing) Brahmacarya (incontinence) and 
aparigraha (non-coveting). These commandments are the rules of morality of society and the individual which 
if not obeyed bring chaos, violence, untruth, stealing, dissipation and covetousness. The roots of these evils 
are greed. Attachments and desire which in excess are not good and cause pain. These commandments or 
ethical disciplines help to enhance morality of the player which is required in the sports field and society to 
maintain fair play, ethical principles and integrity of the field. With the help of these principles incidences of 
cheating, doping, match fixing can be reduced, and spirits of sports field can be maintained high keeping fair 
competitive spirits intact.  
 
2) Niyama: 
Niyama are the rules of conduct that apply to individual discipline. It includes  
1) Śauca (purity)- purity of body and mind. 
2) santoṣa- contentment 
3)  Tapas-Austerity 
4) Svādhyāya – self study 
5) Iśvara praṇidhāna- Dedication to the lord.  
 Śauca includes disciplines of lifestyle like Āhāra, vihāraetc as explained ealier. Contentment must be 
achieved hence removing jeolosy (matsar) about opponent. Contentment helps sports person to focus on self-
performance and improvement.  
 Tapas refers to efforts, sincere hard work to achieve goals. It is of three types kayika (bodily), 
mānasika (mental) and vācika (speech) Sincere and regular practice of Physical exercise along with positive 
attitude and positive talk helps sports person to works efficiently in training and competition to achieve best 
of them.  
Svādhyāya (self-study): With the help of self-study sports person can analyse his own work and learn to 
reduce his mistakes to enhance performance.   

Iśvara praṇidhāna means dedication to the lord, nature, teacher. This principle makes a sports person 
better student and reduces the ego.  
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 Thus, yama Niyama helps sports persons to become moral, sincere, ethical professionals. 
 
3) Āsana: 
 fLFkjlq[keklue~ A iz;Ru’kSf;Y;kuUR;lekifRrH;ke~ A  
 rrks }a}kufHk?kkr% AA  
       i-;ks-lw- lk/kukikn 46-46   
 

The third limb of yoga is Āsana (posture). Āsana brings steadiness, health, lightness of limbs. A 
steady and pleasant posture produces mental equilibrium and prevents fickleness of mind. Āsanas are not 
merely gymnastic exercise, they are postures. Initially it is the body that performs Āsanas, because mind, 
intelligence being intangible need to be conceived and require sensitivity whereas body can be perceived 
since it is tangible and visible. Āsanas effect not only on the body but also on breath, mind, emotions, 
awareness and intelligence.  
 Now a day’s sportspersons tend to associate with Āsana for acquiring flexibility, but it offers more 
than that. With regular practice of Āsana one can develop endurance, flexibility agility, balance, great vitality, 
awareness and control over body and mind. Dualities like gain and loss, victory and defeat, fume and shame, 
body and mind vanish through mastery of Āsana. Journey of liberation requires physical stability and disease-
free state of the body for achieving control over mind. In the same way for physical performance mind plays 
crucial role. For professional success in any sports, one need to be not only physically fit but also mentally 
alert, technically skilled, focused, committed, emotionally strong and stable and motivated. 
 Āsana help athletes to achieve physical and mental fitness facets altogether.  
 
4) Prāṇāyāma: 
 rfLeu~ lfr ‘okliz’okl;ksxZfrfoPNsn% izk.kk;ke% AA  
        i-;ks-lw-49 
 
 Prāṇa means breath, respiration, life, vitality, energy and strength. It is the connecting link between 
body and mind. The word āyāma means length, expansion, stretching or restraint. Prāṇāyāma connotes 
extension of breath and its control. 
 In Haṭhayoga pradīpikā it is mentioned that  
 
 Pkysokrspye~ fpRre~ fu’pysfu’pye~ Hkosr~ A  
 
 It means consciousness or citta moves where the breath moves. If the breath is steady, the mind and 
consciousness are steady. Emotional excitement affects the rate of breathing equally. Deliberate regulation of 
breathing checks emotional excitement. As the very object of yoga is control and still the mind, controlling 
and mastering breath is the best way. This enables to control body, and senses. Once mind is under control, 
senses, intellect can be managed since the mind is the connecting link Physical exercise is associated with 
increase in the rate and depth of breathing to increase ventilation of lungs and increase cardiac output. These 
cardio respiratory adjustments ensure adequate delivery of oxygen to active muscles. During exercise oxygen 
demand of working muscles is increased which is supplied by circulatory system. Prāṇāyāma performed 
according to technique can improve oxygen concentration of blood as no other exercise. Prāṇāyāma train the 
respiratory apparatus to curry respiration efficiently and to absorb larger quantities of oxygen throughout the 
day. Thus, yogic practices of Prāṇāyāma improve functioning of cardio respiratory system enhance cardio – 
respiratory endurance which is the most important fitness factor as other factors of fitness are dependent of 
cardio respiratory endurance.  
 In this way Prāṇāyāma helps athletes in physical and mental, emotional and intellectual planes. It 
gives steadiness of body and mind required for further concentration and control over senses.  
 
5) Pratyāhāra:  
 Lokfo”k;klEiz;ksxsfpRrLo#ikuqdkjsbfUnz;k.kke~ izR;kgkj% AA  
 Rkr% ijeko’;rsfUnz;k.kke AA 

i-;ks-lw- 
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 When the mind is withdrawn from sense objects, the sense organs also withdraw themselves from 
their respective objects and thus are said to imitate the mind. This is known as pratyāhāra. It gives complete 
mastery over senses.  
 If a man’s reason succumbs to the pull of his senses, he is lost. On the other hand, if there is 
rhythmic control of breath, the senses instead of running after external objects of desire turns inwards and a 
man is set free from their tyranny. When this stage is reached a person is able to focus, concentrate and start 
self-examination and self-analysis.  
 Sports persons need concentration, self-analysis and desire to achieve their goal by maintaining 
consistency of practice. For this they have to overcome the deadly but attractive spell of sensual objects. In 
this way, āsana and Prāṇāyāma help sports person to achieve pratyāhāra which makes athletes focused and 
his mind becomes able to hold this focus on his goal. It leads to further steps of concentration (Dhāraṇa) 
meditation.  
 
6)  Dhāraṇa:  
 ns’kcU/kf’pRrL; /kkj.kk A  
     i-;ks-lw- 
 

Dhāraṇa means binding the mind to one place. When the attention of the mind is directed in a single 
stream to a chosen field without being distracted, it is called as Dhāraṇa (concentration). Place means mental 
or physical spot. Dhāraṇa means confinement of the mind to one point, object or goal.  
 When the body has been tempered by Āsanas, mind is refined by the fire of Prāṇāyāma and when 
senses are brought under control by prayāhāra, the person in able to concentrate his mind on one goal or 
object. Without concentration one cannot master anything. Hence to achieve concentration ‘eka tattva 
abhyāsa’ (focus of one object) is recommended.  
 Any sport requires tremendous concentration. The mind of player must focus on the target. For 
example, football forwards have to focus on goalpost overcoming all the distractions of noises of crowd, 
deflections of opponent defenders etc. He is like Arjuna in the Mahābhārata who mastered archery to such an 
extent that he could target and hit the eye of a moving bird.  

Concentrating on Aum, imagery of tactical practices help athletes to achieve concentration needed in 
sports. Helps to bring excellence in a skill and perfection in actions.  
 
7) Dhyāna and Samādhi: 
 Rk= izR;;Sdrkurk /;kue~ AA  
 rnsokFkZek=fuHkkZlaLo#i’kwU;feolekf/k% A  
       i-;ks-lw-  
 
 Uniterupted stream of the content of consciousness is dhyāna. When there is no break in Dhāraṇa it 
is called as dhyāna. When the state of dhyāna progresses further, one forgets the consciousness of self and 
can only see the object. This stage it is called Samādhi. It should be noted that Dhāraṇa, Dhyāna, Samādhi 
are progressive stages of concentration. All these together are called ‘saṃyama’. It contains two parts ‘sama’ 
means perfect and ‘yama’ is control. It means mastery over physical and psychological processes.  
 It is needed in sports to achieve excellence, perfection and the best performance. These abilities 
make a player outstanding from others. For example, there are many players involved in game of football 
who can bring the ball towards the goal but very few players can outclass and convert it into goal.  
 Thus, Yoga practices of Āsana, Prāṇāyāma, meditation help athletes to achieve physical, mental, 
intellectual abilities required for being successful ethical professional athlete. We have examples of sachin 
Tendulkar, Rahul dravid, Sourav Ganguly who have been practicing Yoga principles in training. 
Yoga research has generally indicated a positive impact on a variety of outcomes, much of researches are 
focused on diseases, rather than fitness related outcomes. Previous health & physical fitness related yoga 
research studies suggest that yogic practices improve cardiovascular endurance & overall physical fitness of 
healthy young untrained population.Some of these studies were directed to compare the effects of Yogic 
practices with physical exercise. These studies show inconsistent results of comparison & are a subject of 
type, frequency & intensity of yogic intervention.  

Looking at the above studies the researcher has done survey study to explore the effectiveness of 
Yogic practices along with physical education. Researcher aims to incorporate Yogic Practices into physical 
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conditioning of athletes and observe its impact on their health and components of fitness. It is explained as 
follows,   

 
Title: The Role of Yoga Practices in the Development of Health of Football Players: A Practice Based 
Qualitative Study 
 
Objectives:  
 To study the qualitative effects of regular Yogic Practices on physical & psychological health of football 

players.  
 To understand the perspective of football players towards regular yoga practice 
 
Materials and methods 
• 60 male professional footballers aged between 15 to 25 years were subjected to 12 weeks regular Yoga 

practices (90min/week in two sessions) 
• Yoga Practices including  
 physical postures (Āsanas),  
 Sun Salutation & its modifications 
 voluntary regulated breathing (Prāṇāyāma),  
 Omkar & meditation techniques  
• Written Feedback was collected from players 
• Coaches & technical experts were interviewed  

Observations of coaches & experts were also collected and analyzed. 
 
Observations: 

Table 1: Observations of effects of Yoga practices on Football Players 

 Type of effects  Qualitative Effects 
observed 

Percentage 
score% 

Physical  

Relaxation 58 
improved stretching/Flexibility 52 
Improved Balance 22 
Improved Breathing capacity 32 
Reduction in muscle soreness 13 
Hunger 2 
Sleep 13 
Recovery from training 22 
Improves strength 7 
Reduction in Fatigue 8 

Psychological 

Relaxation 60 
Concentration 37 
Positive mood changes 38 
Boring 12 
Sleep 12 
Recovery from training 15 
Reduction in Stress  12 
Reduction in Fatigue 8 
Motivation 8 
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Figure 1:Observations of physical effects of yoga practices 

 
Figure 2: Observations of psychological effects of yoga practices 

 
Discussion: 
 Effect of Āsanas on Cardiorespiratory System:  
 Bhujangāsana, Shalabhāsana and Dhanurāsana alternately exert an increased pressure on the heart & 

same thing is done by the first stages of Sarvangāsana, Viparitkarniand Halāsana. 
  Alternate increase & decrease in pressures brought about by Āsanas promote a healthy heart & thus add 

to the efficiency of the circulatory system to supply fuel & oxygen.  
 

 Role of Prāṇāyāma in Physiological Adaptations for Physical Exercise: 
• During physical exercise oxygen demand of working muscles is increased, which is supplied by circulatory 

system. The quantity of oxygen, the blood can carry, mainly depends upon efficiency of respiratory 
system. 

• Prāṇāyāma performed according to the technique can improve the oxygen supply of blood as no other 
exercise. Prāṇāyāma exercises train the respiratory apparatus to carry respiration efficiently & to absorb 
larger quantities of oxygen throughout the day. 

• In Kapalbhāti, vibrations are generated and spread out in nearly every tissue of human body, the arteries, 
veins, capillaries are included. Thus, circulatory system is exercised & massaged during Prāṇāyāma& 
prepared for efficient functioning. 

 
Effect of Yoga on Flexibility & Strength: 
Release Tight Fascia and Increase Flexibility 

Heavy training loads without adequate stretching can result in a loss of range of motion around joints 
as muscles become tight. This may result in a reduction in mechanical efficiency and cause muscular 
imbalances that reduce speed, power, balance and agility, and increase the risk of injury. Specific yoga 
postures improve flexibility by moving the body through a range of dynamic and static stretches that 
encourage a relaxation response in muscles and fascia, restoring joint range of movement. 
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Strength 
Yoga poses require functional muscular effort. Integrated body movements are encouraged, including 

core control, as you lift your own body weight and move through the sequence. Improving strength through a 
full range of movement helps reduce the risk of injury. Core muscles and stabilizing muscles are recruited 
throughout the practice, providing a solid foundation on which to build further sport specific strength and 
power. 

 
Effect of Yoga onCo-ordination, Balance and Agility 
• Improve Co-ordination, Balance and Agility 
• Co-ordination can be improved by maintaining contraction and relaxation of different muscle groups as 

the poses take you through all planes of movement.  
• Yoga poses require integration of the whole body and draw on your balance skills.  
• Co-ordination allows muscle groups in the body to relate to one another, and balance allows you to relate 

to your environment.  
• Improved co-ordination enhances balance, and balance improves agility. 

 
Psychological Health Benefits of Yoga 
 The ability to create a stress-free mind is a significant benefit of yoga practice. The physical practice is 

used as a tool to enhance breath control, which helps improve focus and concentration, allowing clarity of 
thought and clear decision making. A valuable tool in any sporting arena. 

 Mental practice in any sport will teach you how to gain control of your emotional states, so arousal levels 
and anxiety don’t impede your performance.  

 Meditation is a mental practice proven to: 
• Reduce anxiety and stress  
• Improve cognitive function 
• These benefits combine to allow for better rest, sleep and recovery, as well as provide the ability to think 

more clearly under pressure. 
• Motivation level can be enhanced 

 
Conclusion: 
From above observations it can be concluded that; 
1.  Yoga therapy has positive impact  on physical and psychological health of football players. 
2. Yoga therapy is complementary to physical training of football players. 
3. Yoga therapy is useful in development of holistic fitness of football players. 
 
Recommendations:  
• Yoga should be incorporated in training of footballers from an early age to promote their overall physical, 

as well as psychological health, including but not limited to relaxation, flexibility, and concentration. 
• Physical fitness enhancement, Maintenance of health, Treatment of injuries  
 Rehabilitation, Prevention of injuries & chronic ill effects of prolonged  exercise are the possible 
benefits from yoga for football players. 
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